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Introduction

• Analogue to digital

• A complex process

• A broad range

• Gradual conversion

• Complexities

• Conversion plan
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Analogue to digital

• Almost all information created digitally now

• No more analogue cameras, projectors, players

• Analogue supports not stable

• Loss of quality with each copy

• Digital now necessary for preservation
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A complex process

• A complex process, often presented as simple

• Planning is necessary

• Work needs to be done systematically

• Quality control important, because the digital 
file becomes the new master copy
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A broad range

• Converting from analogue to digital can be 
simple or very complex, depending on a number 
of factors
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Small or large?

Small collection: 
small project, 

easily completed

Large institution: 
massive project, 

complex, detailed 
planning, 

considerable 
resources needed
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Small collection

• Decisions can be made after a relatively short 
discussion

• If you are the only employee, you decide!

• Probably very little to convert

• Limited technological choices

• Limited budget and other resources
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Large institution

• Probably many collections to convert

• Feasability studies

• Complex and detailed planning

• A large team to do the work

• Many phases to the work

• Much time needed
• A need to coordinate activities
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Justifying the costs

• Many reasons for converting:
• economic

• technological

• legal

• access

• preservation
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Stability of film

• Some argue that film (the physical support) is 
relatively stable

• An intermediary technology is available
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Stable environment

• An attempt to buy time

• Maintain the capacity to consult the document

• Once the document converted to digital, a series 
of migrations to new formats
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Models for conversion

• Most recent first+

• By projects, by importance+

• By projects, with special staff+

• By collection+

• By type+
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Most recent first

• Start with the most recent, if most in demand

• Go backward in time

• Fix objectives for each year

• Possible to calculate the total time
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By projects, by importance

• Make a list of projects, for example:
• a collection

• a format (35mm film, VHS cassettes, audio cassettes)

• a subject (science, animals, women's issues, travel)

• Establish a hierarchy of importance

• Do one project at a time
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By projects, with special staff

• Like the previous type

• But: instead of using regular staff, hire new 
people to work only on the conversion

• Alternately, affect some staff to the conversion, 
hire others to replace them temporarily

• Costs will be higher, but conversion more rapid
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By collection

• A model to adopt if there are various collections 
to convert

• Each collection has its own needs

• Prioritise the order of conversion

• Organise collection by collection, planning 
separately for each
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By type

• Independently of collections, age, importance, 
proceed by type:
• 3/4 inch U-Matic

• 16 mm film

• video cassettes, all types

• wax cylinders

• vinyl discs
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Re-think the organisation

• Example: the stockshot library at the National 
Film Board of Canada

• Card files with information about each reel of 
film (shots compiled for re-selling)

• One card = one reel of film

• This doesn't make sense in a database, so the 
unit of documentation changed

• In the database: one shot = one record
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Record from card file (recto)
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Record from card file (verso)
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Database structure
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Conversion plan

• If the project is large, much planning is 
necessary

• A conversion plan is a document which helps 
work out how to do the conversion

• Tasks can be structured, and carried out 
logically
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Critical planning tasks

• Analyse the documents to identify issues

• Calculate the advantages of converting

• Identify strategies and alternative strategies

• Develop procedures needed

• Identify the resources necessary to do the work

• Prepare a written plan
• Get support from the highest levels
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Analysing documents

• What are the characteristics?

• What formats?

• What condition are they in?

• Identify characteristics that need special 
attention
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Random sample

• For a large collection, take a random sample

• Carefully, because the figures will be used to 
calculate:
• how many units to digitise

• human and technical resources needed

• costs

• time necessary for the conversion

• time necessary for metadata creation
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Alternative strategies

• These are helpful in saving time and money

• For example, maybe a whole group of documents 
can be indexed simply

• Maybe a lower-cost conversion is ok for some 
documents
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Preparing the plan

• It is a guide for the top managers

• Helps them understand the problems, issues, 
costs, time it will take to do the work

• Convincing them of the necessity of conversion 
ensures getting the funding necessary

• Staff can refer to the plan to guide the work
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Contents

• Identify the categories of documents

• Describe the order of conversion

• Discuss alternative methods and procedures

• Provide a calendar for completing

• Attribute responsibilities for each task

• Calculate a budget: personnel, equipment
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Some tasks

• Receive documents from their usual place

• Record, follow documents through the process

• Prepare for digitisation and indexing

• Distribute documents among personnel

• Distribute documents to machines

• Recompose documents
• Return documents to their usual place or a new 

place
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Some controls

• Count the documents

• Record the ones being treated, supervisor signs

• Summary sheet (date, time, number processed)

• Match screen image with database indexing

• Record unique ID the database creates
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In-house conversion

• Employees know the collections

• Staff likely to take more care

• Documents stay on site

• But: somebody needs to do regular staff work

• The institution may not have the equipment

• Staff may not have the skills, training
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Outside vendors

• Free up staff, no need to train staff

• Save time, no disruption in regular activities

• But: staff still need assure quality control

• Documents probably go off site

• Some supervision necessary, which requires 
staff time
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Conclusions

• A wide variety of situations

• Each institution needs to decide what to do

• Advice, experiences of colleagues a great help

• Read, read, read

• Search for information on the web

• Attend conferences
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